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Abstract—Assisted tracing is the process where human analyst vets and makes decisions concerning the automated method’s output. Current research reveals human fallibility in this process, and shows that analyst often makes incorrect decisions that lead to inaccurate final trace matrix. To help enhance analyst performance, we leverage tagging in assisted tracing. Specifically, we implement tagging as a front-end feature that allows analysts to freely mark what they feel worth externalizing during tracing. We then carry out an experiment to investigate the tagging practices of 28 student analysts in vetting requirements-to-source-code trace matrices. Our study shows that tagging is readily adopted by analysts, tags produced in tracing follow power laws, and tags greatly enhance the precision of analyst-submitted final trace matrices. Our work opens up new avenues for researching improved ways to foster analyst-tool integration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When dealing with a software system’s traceability information, a trace matrix (TM) establishes the mapping between artifacts of one type (e.g., requirements-level use cases) and artifacts of another type (e.g., implementation-level methods). In assisted tracing, a human analyst uses an automated method to generate a candidate TM, reviews it, makes any desired changes, and certifies the final TM [1].

State-of-the-art tracing tools, such as RETRO [2], Poirot [3], and Traceclipse [4], employ information retrieval (IR) algorithms at their back ends to generate the candidate TM. While these automated tracing methods strive to retrieve all and only the correct traceability links, the retrieval results still miss correct links and contain incorrect ones. A strength of assisted tracing, then, comes from the engagement of human analyst in fixing the errors made by automated methods.

However, recent studies show that, in interacting with automatically generated candidate TMs, analysts often make incorrect decisions that lead to final TMs of even lower quality [5, 6, 7]. Understanding human fallibility enables us to rethink the many facets of assisted tracing [1, 8, 9, 10]. At the back end, for example, the performance of automated methods cannot be measured only by the candidate TM’s accuracy. In addition, qualities like browsability and discernability should be considered in assessing and selecting tracing algorithms [2].

A new direction in assisted tracing research is constructing the tracing tool’s front end in such a way that enhances analyst performance [9]. To move toward this direction, we investigate how individual analysts react to tagging when built into a tracing tool’s front end. Using the tagging feature, analysts can freely mark user-defined keywords during the tracing session. We report in this paper an empirical study on the tagging practices of 28 student analysts engaged in examining and finalizing requirements-to-source-code TMs.

Tagging is a lightweight social computing mechanism that has seen rapid and wide adoption by communities on the Web, e.g., Flickr and YouTube. Practitioners also find tagging useful in software development because it complements the formal engineering practices [11]. It is this informal nature of tagging that we want to incorporate into a tracing tool’s front end. By providing analysts with an interface to record openly what they feel worth externalizing, we are interested in exploring what tags are produced and how they are used in tracing.

Prior work by Hale and colleagues [12] analyzed the role of tags as traceability links in software systems developed by student teams. Compared to our work, several key differences exist. In [12], tagging was done by the original developers throughout the software lifecycle via a courseware tool. By contrast, analysts in our study are not the original developers and they perform tagging in a tracing-specific tool. The most important distinction, in our opinion, is that Hale et al. [12] treated tags themselves as TMs, whereas we regard tags only as a means of supporting analysts for finalizing their TMs.

The contributions of our work lie in the new front end tagging design introduced to the tracing tool and the systematic examination of analyst behavior in response to such a design. Our effort thus represents a crucial first step toward creating more productive analyst-tool interactions in assisted tracing [9]. In what follows, we review related work in Section II. Our research questions are presented in Section III and Section IV discusses our methodology. Section V answers the research questions by detailing the empirical study results, and finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Assisted Tracing

The study of tracing methods has resulted in much progress toward the automated generation of TMs. Many tracing tools employ IR-based methods to recover plausible links. Evaluated under the basic IR metrics of recall and precision [13], automated tracing methods can generate TMs that include most of the true links that should be found (80-90% recall). These methods, however, also retrieve many false links (below 10% precision on large datasets and 20-40% precision on smaller datasets with unfiltered results) [2, 4, 14, 15, 16].
Although IR-based tools automate the TM generation to a large extent, in coping with mission- or safety-critical software systems, the human analyst must vet the candidate TM produced by the tool and add and remove links as necessary to arrive at the final TM [5]. It is important to emphasize that traceability is not an end in itself but a means toward some other end. The analyst who vets the candidate TM may be involved in risk assessment, criticality analysis, regulatory compliance, or some other software engineering activities. As a result, the analyst can always override any automated method’s output and has the final say on whether or not the traceability is correct [17].

Assisted tracing, thus, refers to the process in which the human analyst becomes actively involved and makes decisions concerning the automated method’s output. The foundational work in this area was laid by Hayes and Dekhtyar [17] where they elucidated the need to study human interaction (reaction) with the tracing tool’s results. Since then, a series of studies [5, 6, 8] investigated analyst behavior and revealed human fallibility in assisted tracing. More recent work statistically tested the variables that might affect analyst performance [7].

In essence, assisted tracing is aimed at providing the best of both worlds, allowing human analyst and automated method to do what they do best [7]. While current IR-based methods cannot achieve a high recall without also retrieving a great number of false links, a tracing tool that induces better analyst interaction with the candidate TM is of vital importance. This is because, in assisted tracing, the accuracy of the analytically defined measures to capture analyst work progress [1], and theoretically understood the mechanisms underlying analyst behavior [10].

In assisted tracing, the accuracy of the analyst-submitted final TM trumps the accuracy of the automatically generated candidate TM [9]. Next is a review of tagging on which our improvement of analyst-tool interaction is based.

B. Tagging in Social Computing and Software Engineering

The concept of tagging, as it is currently used in software engineering, comes from the social computing domain. Treude and Storey [18] provided a definition that is suitable for our research: A tag is a freely chosen short textual label that is associated with or assigned to a piece of information. A tagging system consists of three main components [19]: tag users, the objects being tagged, and the tag themselves.

Tagging in Web systems like Flickr and YouTube is often referred to as social bookmarking. The success is closely related to tagging’s informal and bottom-up nature: Tags do not have to be predefined, every user can choose their own tags, and the number of tags per information item is arbitrary [18]. A fundamental characteristic of tags is that coherent and rich categorization schemes emerge even though unsupervised tagging is performed by individual users who can define their own vocabulary. In another word, it is the power-law-like long-tail shape of tag distribution that makes socially exchanging tags beneficial to users [19, 20, 21].

In software engineering, tags have been used for decades for annotating check-in and branching events in version control systems, as well as for documenting issues in bug tracking systems. Comments in source code can also be seen as tagging, though the purpose is primarily for explaining program functionality. Storey et al. [22] showed that comments could be turned into waypoints for code exploration, and their prototype tool — Tags for Software Engineering Activities (TagSEA) implemented as an Eclipse plug-in [23] — was shown to provide the user-defined navigation structures that are lacking in traditional code annotations.

Not only can tags help individual developers find their ways in the code base, tags also facilitate collaborations. Treude and Storey [18] reported industrial tagging practices within IBM’s Jazz, a collaborative software development platform. Their study showed that Jazz’s tagging mechanism was eagerly adopted by practitioners and the tags were used mainly to support communicating concerns and coordinating development tasks.

As social tagging has been only recently adopted, the smaller participation by the members of the software engineering community (e.g., an average of 233 tagging instances occurred over 3 TagSEA-adopted projects in about 2 years [23]) sets apart the kind of tagging done in software development from the tagging performed in Flickr and YouTube. The situation could be improved by automated ways of recommending tags from Q&A sites [24] or generating natural language code summaries [25, 26]. As far as manual tagging is concerned, Biegel et al. [27] proposed a gamification approach to motivate developers to tag more code fragments (i.e., Java methods) with more socially converging tags.

Tagging in tracing was previously investigated by Hale et al. [12]. The tagging feature was implemented in a courseware so that the student team members could tag various software artifacts, e.g., development ideas, code commits, project wikis, etc. These tags, then, could be used potentially as lightweight traceability links to support ongoing and post project analyses. While the work by Hale et al. [12] tried to use the tags as a back-end content mapping (i.e., TM generation) mechanism, the focus of our research is on exploring tagging as a front-end feature and how such an interface design might affect analysts’ vetting and finalizing of the TMs in assisted tracing.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We derive our research questions based on the prior work reviewed in the previous section. Our first research question is concerned with the nature of the tags produced in assisted tracing. The literature suggests a power-law-like distribution of tag instances in both social computing [19] and software engineering [18]. In fact, the phenomenon that software follows power laws is shown to be pervasive, appearing at various levels of abstraction and in diverse systems and languages [28]. Formally, a power law is a probability distribution function in which the probability that a random variable takes a value is proportional to a negative power of that value:

$$P(X = x) \propto x^{-k} \quad \text{where } c > 0, k > 0.$$

(1)
The direct plot of equation (1) results in a long, fat tail. This shape of distribution indicates that a smaller percentage, \((a \times 100)\%\), of some input is generally responsible for a greater percentage, \((b \times 100)\%\), of some result [28]. A special case is the Pareto principle where \(a = 0.20\) and \(b = 0.80\). Boehm’s observation [29] — “80% of the contribution comes from 20% of the contributors” — is among the popular instances of the Pareto principle in software engineering. In a power law’s general form, however, there is no need for \(a = 0.20\) and \(b = 0.80\), nor is there a need for \(a + b = 1\). While power laws have important implications for practice [28], research on tagging in software engineering [12, 18, 22, 23, 24, 27] has not yet tested this property rigorously. To address the gap, we set out to examine

**RQ1:** To what extent do the tags produced in assisted tracing follow power laws?

As pointed out by Cuddeback et al. [8], the overall quality of assisted tracing is determined by the accuracy of the final TM submitted by the human analyst. Therefore, we are interested in assessing

**RQ2:** To what extent do the tags enhance the accuracy of analyst-submitted final TMs?

While our first research question focuses on tag appearance and second on tag usage, our last research question investigates the interaction between the two.

**RQ3:** How do analysts use the produced tags in assisted tracing?

**IV. METHODOLOGY**

**A. Research Setting**

We developed a prototype tool for assisted tracing in our research. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of the tool, which implements tagging as a front-end feature. Compared with stand-alone tracing tools like RETRO [2] and Poirot [3], our tool is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in so that the analyst can take full advantage of the integrated development environment (IDE) to support tracing, e.g., by executing or debugging the software to better locate traceability links. As mentioned earlier, traceability is not an end in itself. By having the TM embedded inside the IDE, we intend to provide the analyst a more seamless way to use the traceability information to support software engineering tasks, such as verification and validation, regression testing, and so forth.

Our tool design is informed by the basic features of RETRO [2] and Poirot [3], as well as by our own experience from building an assisted tracing tool to understand how the information environment affects analyst’s behavior [10]. Two key aspects — embedded in an IDE and allowed for explicit tagging — set our current tool shown in Fig. 1 apart from other state-of-the-art tracing tools. We next describe some important tool features as they relate to assisted tracing.

The tool displays the artifacts to be traced in its top-right corner. In Fig. 1-A, the drop-down menu allows the analyst to select a use case (UC) to view and trace. The tagging interface is shown in Fig. 1-B where the analyst can freely enter a keyword and then click “+” or “−” to add the keyword into or remove the keyword from the tracing of the selected UC. In our current implementation, adding an already existent keyword has no effect, and so does removing a non-existing keyword. In the future, we plan to enhance tagging by incorporating and updating keyword’s weight. Fig. 1-C displays the candidate TM by listing the name of the method potentially implementing the selected UC. Once a tag is entered, our tool computes the number of tag appearance (case insensitive) inside each method and displays this information alongside the method. This tag-appearance cue can assist the analyst’s vetting of the candidate TM. Double clicking a method in Fig. 1-C triggers the full method body to be shown in Fig. 1-D, as well as the synchronization of the method’s view inside Eclipse’s package explorer as shown in Fig. 1-E. The analyst selects or deselects the links of the candidate TM in Fig. 1-C, and then presses “SUBMIT” of Fig. 1-F to finalize the TM.

We adopted the iTrust dataset2 in our study. iTrust is a Java application aimed at providing patients with a means to keep up with their medical records, as well as to communicate with their doctors. Although originated as a course project, iTrust has exhibited real-world relevance and served as a traceability testbed for understanding the importance of security and privacy requirements in the healthcare domain [30].

**Fig. 1.** Screenshot of the assisted tracing tool used in our work. The tool is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in that delivers tagging as a front-end feature.
Our study used iTrust’s version 18.0 which was released in Fall 2014 and defined non-empty traceability links for 38 UCs at the Java method level. We randomly chose 3 UCs and treated the TMs defined in the project repository as the answer set. Table I lists these requirements tracing tasks. Because our primary goal is to study analyst’s tagging during tracing, we restrict the size of each UC’s candidate TM to be 10. Fig. 1-C illustrates that only 10 methods are displayed for analyst to interact with. To not imposing any displaying order, the methods are sorted alphabetically. While such design decisions pose important limitations discussed later in Section V-D, we could focus our analysis on analyst’s tagging behavior and ignore controlled factors like patch profitability — 100% recall and varying precision for 3 UCs (cf. Table I).

We recruited 28 upper-division students in computer science and software engineering from our institutes. As the prior work shows that grade level, software engineering experience, tracing experience, and tracing location had no effect on analyst performance [7], we make no further distinction among our participants. Table II summarizes participant background. None of the participants knew iTrust before the experiment, but most of them reported being familiar with Java or another object-oriented language. Python and SQL were among other popular languages that our participants were familiar with.

During the experiment, each participant (analyst) worked alone in a lab. The analyst first filled out a pre-study survey of their background, and then learned how to use the assisted tracing tool. They could execute iTrust in Eclipse if they wanted and were free to use tagging during tracing. The analyst performed requirements-to-source-code tracing in the context of ensuring the satisfaction of iTrust’s critical requirements (i.e., UC1, UC2, and UC3). Specifically, we asked the analyst to find all and only the methods implementing a particular UC, but the analyst could trace the UCs in any order they would prefer. A constraint was that the analyst needed to use only the provided tracing tool and not to use internet or any other resources in the experiment. For each participant’s experiment session, one researcher was present to run the tracing tool tutorial, to encourage the analyst to think aloud during tracing, and to conduct an informal exit interview to elicit the analyst’s feedback about their tracing experience. Each participant’s session lasted approximately 30 minutes.

### B. Data Collection and Analysis

Our methodology follows a mixed approach to collect both quantitative and qualitative data. In order to gather quantitative data on the use of tags in assisted tracing, our tool logged the tag keywords appeared in each participant’s session. Qualitative data were collected through video screen capturing of all the tracing sessions by Camtasia, ethnographic-style observations made by the researchers, and exit-interview notes followed by questions and clarifications.

While the data on tag appearance can be reported in a straightforward fashion, tag usage data need additional analysis. We list below a representative example for each of the three cases in our analysis to illustrate the determination of what tag was used to finalize which method.

- When tracing UC1, analyst X entered “professional” as a tag keyword. However, she scanned the appearance of this tag and entered another tag to continue tracing. In this case, tag “professional” was linked to no method in analyst X’s tracing of UC1.

- The new tag that analyst X entered was “ER” (short for “Emergency Responder” in UC1). This time, she noticed that “er” appeared 155 times in AuthDAO.addUser(). This information, together with the method’s comments, helped analyst X to include AuthDAO.addUser() in her final TM of UC1. Therefore, we associated “er” with AuthDAO.addUser() for analyst X.

- Things were not always as black and white as the above. Analyst Y tagged “zip” in his tracing of UC2. He also stated explicitly that “zip is promising” in vetting PersonnelDAO.getPersonnel(). However, we could not find firm evidence that he finalized PersonnelDAO.getPersonnel() because of the tag. As a result, we marked no relationship between “zip” and PersonnelDAO.getPersonnel() or any other method in analyst Y’s tracing of UC2.

Two researchers applied our scheme to independently code all the tag usage data. Due to the conservative nature of our scheme, i.e., relating tag and method positively only if firm evidence was present, the two researchers achieved an over 90% agreement on coding all tracing sessions. The remaining disagreements were resolved collaboratively and quickly, benefiting from the involvement of a third researcher, and once again, from our coding scheme’s conservativeness.

### V. Results

#### A. The “What”: Tag Appearance

We examined RQ1 by plotting the tag appearance data of each tracing task in logarithmic scale. Fig. 2 shows the results. Our depiction of power laws follows a cumulative definition [28] homomorphic to equation (1). Take UC1’s plot in Fig. 2 as an example, the top-left node indicates that 17 tags are being tagged by at least 1 analyst, and the bottom-right node implies there is 1 tag receiving tagging from more than 16 analysts.

---

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID (our study)</th>
<th>Title (iTrust ID)</th>
<th>[true links]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC1</td>
<td>Create Personnel (UC-2)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC2</td>
<td>Find LHCPs (UC-29)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC3</td>
<td>Identify Risk of Chronic Disease (UC-16)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working Experience (in years)</th>
<th>Most Familiar Programming Languages</th>
<th># of part.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ≤ 1</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>≥ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When fitting the tag appearance data to a line, we obtained $r^2$ value reaching 0.84 or higher for all 3 UCs. Fig. 2 also shows each UC’s fitted regression line. The $k$ value ranges from 1.65 to 1.82, which is homogeneous and in line with the $k$’s reflected in software power laws [28]. Thus, for RQ1, our results indicate a good fit of the analyst-produced tags and power laws.

It is important to point out that the tagging mechanism in our tool was readily adopted by the analysts, who encountered no difficulty in learning the tagging feature and applied tagging seamlessly throughout the tracing tasks. This is not surprising as the prior research already showed tagging’s eager adoption by the software developers [18].

What turns out to be surprising is that the tags produced in our study were predominantly drawn from the requirements descriptions, as listed in Table III. This is in stark contrast to code tagging where Biegel et al. [27] found that most participants in their study felt uncomfortable in just copying words from the code when tagging Java methods. The difference is fundamental: While the objects being tagged are homogenous in contemporary software engineering approaches (e.g., work items in [18] and code fragments in [27]), tracing can and usually does involve heterogeneous objects. As a result, it is the traceability relationships, and not the objects in isolation, that are subject to tagging. The excessive use of requirements terms as tag keywords in our study could reflect the influence exerted by the directionality of the trace links. Future work can investigate how tagging may differ in other tracing tasks, e.g., vetting source-code-to-requirements links for validation and assurance purposes.

B. The “How”: Tag Usage

We present summary statistics about tag usage in Table IV. Statistics reported in Table IV are mean values. Averagely speaking, analysts used more than half of the tags to support TM finalization. About a fourth to a third of the tags, however, were unused according to our data analysis (cf. Section IV-B). On the method side, over two thirds were traced with the help of tags whereas some small portions were not.

To answer RQ2, we further computed recall, precision, and F2 [13] for the analyst-submitted links that were traced with tagging support and those that were finalized without tagging. The rightmost columns of Table IV show these results. For all 3 tracing tasks, tagging made a statistically significant difference on precision (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test applied over repeated measurements, $\alpha = .05$). Such a significant effect was not detected on recall or F2. We posit the main reason why tagging greatly improved precision is that it allowed analysts to look for specific keywords to accept plausible links. This “accept-focused” strategy is found to be effective, though combining it with other strategies (e.g., “first good link”) can result in even more accurate final TMs [1].

C. The “What” Meets The “How”

Addressing RQ3 required us to interconnect the power-law appearance of tags with their usage. Fig. 3 presents our analysis results. For each UC, we identified the most appeared tags (i.e., head of long tail) by calculating the values of $a$ and $b$. For instance, 29% of the UC1 tags cumulated 72% of the appearance. To answer RQ3, we further computed recall, precision, and F2 [13] for the analyst-submitted links that were traced with tagging support and those that were finalized without tagging.

An important finding of Fig. 3 is that all the true links were able to be traced via tagging support. Given the analysts in our study performed tracing individually, Fig. 3 also shows that exchanging the tags among the analysts could facilitate the sharing of useful cues in tracing, thereby improving analyst performance. We next present several major tag usage patterns to illustrate tagging’s positive and negative influences.

Directly confirming. In tracing UC3, “risk” was the most used tag and served as a starting point for many analysts’ vetting. The method HeartDiseaseRisks.getDiseaseRiskFactors(), which is a true link, contains 20 “risk” instances. Furthermore, only this method contains “heart” which many analysts tagged as well. Using both tags allowed for the correct selection of the true link in the final TM. This example also shows that tags are not isolated but interrelated.

Misleading. Using the “risk” tag did not always lead to correct decisions. RiskDAO.getFamilyHistory(), which is a false link,
TABLE IV
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS (MEAN VALUES) RELEVANT TO TAG USAGE AND ACCURACY OF ANALYST-SUBMITTED FINAL TMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracing task</th>
<th>Tag (proportion and absolute size)</th>
<th>Method (proportion and absolute size)</th>
<th>Recall (tagging)</th>
<th>Precision (tagging)</th>
<th>F2 (tagging)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>used for tracing unused for tracing</td>
<td>traced via tag traced not via tag</td>
<td>with w/o with w/o</td>
<td>with w/o with w/o</td>
<td>with w/o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC1</td>
<td>67.1% 2.76 32.9% 1.35</td>
<td>80.0% 3.45 20.0% 0.85</td>
<td>.69 .34 .76 .52</td>
<td>.68 .39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC2</td>
<td>73.9% 3.56 26.1% 0.89</td>
<td>69.2% 3.85 30.8% 1.80</td>
<td>.52 .52 .84 .64</td>
<td>.55 .59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC3</td>
<td>66.5% 3.39 33.5% 1.06</td>
<td>71.7% 3.85 28.3% 1.55</td>
<td>.74 .56 .85 .70</td>
<td>.75 .64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Linking tag appearance and usage in tracing. For each tracing task, rows represent true links (i.e., Java methods that should be traced to the UC), and columns represent analysts who completed the UC tracing. A white-background cell implies that the analyst used tagging to select the method in the submitted final TM. Tags are of 3 types: most appeared (nn), unique to the analyst (nn), and the rest (nn). Tag length corresponds to size. The dotted cell indicates that the analyst selected the method, but not via tagging. The striped cell means that the analysis did not select the method in the final TM.

has one of the most “risk” appearances in it. Many analysts included this false link in their final UC3 TMs. Therefore relying only on a single tag can be insufficient to decide a candidate traceability link’s relevance.

Combining with other cues. Besides the use of multiple tags mentioned above, analysts took advantage of other types of cues in tracing. A unique tag, “personnel”, helped one analyst to make the correct decision of selecting PersonnelDAO.addEmptyPersonnel() in the final TM. The analyst stated that not only “personnel” appeared in the method, but it appeared in the class name and the method name. We thus conjecture that other cues in the tracing environment may be exploited to update tag weight and utility.

Unused. As shown in Table III, many analysts tagged “zip” in UC2’s tracing. Due to nonappearance in the methods, the tag was abandoned quickly. Our analysis shows that a true link PatientDAO.getPatient() invokes PatientLoader.loadCommon() in which “zip” appears. Unfortunately, none of the analysts followed the invocation relations in confirming PatientDAO.getPatient(). We can identify an opportunity of propagating the tag (e.g., through method invocations) so that more relevant links can be brought to analyst’s attention.

D. Study Limitations
A major limitation is our control over what candidate traceability links were displayed and how they were displayed. We achieved 100% potential recall [1] in all the 3 tracing tasks; however, the alphabetical ordering could make the tool look too artificial and even not trustworthy. In this sense, analysts may be more motivated to vet the tool’s output and to do so via the tagging support. Given that analysts did cast
doubt on tool’s output [17], we feel that front-end features like tagging could be particularly valuable for providing cues so that analysts may understand better why the tool performed in certain ways.

Our work with student participants limits how the results could be generalized. Egyed et al. [31] note that in many industrial settings people have no intimate system knowledge during trace recovery. Prior studies have also used students with low levels of industry experience to represent new people joining a company [1, 5, 6, 7, 31]. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to study how familiarity levels may alter the tracing and tagging behaviors. Similarly, using multiple datasets with more diverse tracing tasks helps tackle important threats to external validity.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Research on assisted tracing has highlighted the human-centered nature of software traceability. The main contributions of this paper are the integration of tagging as a front-end feature into a tracing tool, and the examination of how human analysts interact with such a feature. Our results show that analysts adopt well the tagging-to-tracing practice, uncover tags’ power-law-like distribution, and reveal the positive effect of tagging on the precision of analyst-submitted final TMs.

Our future work includes conducting in-depth studies (e.g., with industrial or original developers, incorporating hard-to-retrieve traces [32], etc.) to lend strength to the preliminary results reported here, enriching the tagging feature (e.g., allowing tag weight to be updated), connecting front-end tags with back-end trace retrieval algorithms (e.g., via user feedback [33]), and exploring ways to socially exchange tags so as to improve analyst performance in assisted tracing.
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